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Neomounts NSLS100 Notebook Foldable Stand

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL
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Min. screen size* 10 inch
Max. screen size* 22 inch
Min. weight 0 kg (per screen)
Max. weight 5 kg (per screen)
Screens 1
Desk mount Stand

FUNCTIONALITY

Type Tilt
Height adjustment 13-19 cm
Width adjustment 18-27 cm
Depth adjustment 25 cm
Adjustment type Manual

INFORMATION

Color Silver
Main material Aluminium
Warranty 5 year
EAN code 8717371442637

Please note: The inch sizes stated are just an indication, combined with the weight and VESA sizes. The maximum
weight and VESA size are absolute restrictions for the products and should not be exceeded.

Description

Neomounts by Newstar Portable Laptop and Tablet Desk Stand – Silver

The Neomounts by Newstar universal tablet and notebook stand, model NSLS100 is a universal stand for tablets and
notebooks up to 22″.It offers six different tilt positions for maximum viewing comfort. Easy to fold flat, lightweight, and
portable. Width adjustable to accommodate most size laptop computers and all tablets. The hollowed-out design
avoids overheating problems for maximum tablet and notebook speed. This stand holds 5 kilos, allows up to 52°
angle, and offers unique depth measurements of 25cm and stretchable width from 18 to 27cm. The tablet/notebook
stand is supplied with a neoprene cover ideal to use as a mouse pad. This model, NSLS100 is the ideal tool for
traveling. Compact, light, and easy to carry. By using an ergonomic stand neck- and back complaints can be
avoided. Ideal for use in offices and on counters or in a reception area. All installation material is included with the
product.

Overview

NEOMOUNTS BY NEWSTAR FOLDABLE



FAQ’s

How can you strengthen a folding table?

Additionally, uneven floor surfaces might make a table unsteady. To stabilize the table, place a shim or piece of
cardboard underneath one or more of the legs. Fasteners may be tightened easily with a screw gun fitted with the
right tip. As a thread sealant, use silicone, latex caulk, or construction adhesive.

Why is the stand on my laptop tilted?

Your wrists will be in a more comfortable posture and less glare and eye strain will result from the laptop’s slanted
position.

Is typing while using a laptop stand ergonomic?

By raising the laptop, the screen is brought closer to eye level. Your screen’s top should always be level with your
eyes. It aids in posture improvement, which lessens neck and back pain. When using a separate keyboard, using a
laptop stand supports improved typing ergonomics.

Does using a laptop stand relieve wrist pain?

With the help of this feature, you may type accurately and lower your risk of developing carpal tunnel syndrome, one
of the more frequent work-related injuries.

Laptop supports are made of what materials?

The materials used to make laptop supports vary, but common ones include metal, plastic, and wood and metal
combinations. The majority of laptop supports may be adjusted in height. Make sure you can change the angle to
your liking and that there are a variety of settings available.

Could heat damage a laptop?

According to Hampshire College, a laptop’s temperature shouldn’t go above 95 degrees Fahrenheit. So, take rapid
action when you sense it getting warm. If you don’t, your computer might sustain long-term harm in addition to
possibly catching fire or burning you.



What degree of heat can a laptop handle?

The safe operating temperature range for laptops is normally between 50 and 95 degrees Fahrenheit (10 – 35
degrees C). This temperature range relates to the outside environment’s ideal operating temperature and the
temperature at which the laptop should be warmed up before use.

The ideal material for a laptop stand is?

Aluminum stands made by MISURA that are of the highest quality and durability will last you for many years. A
lightweight, durable, and stackable laptop stand made of aluminium is more likely to be chosen if you also intend to
bring it to work rather than a wooden one that isn’t particularly stable.

What position on a laptop stand is ideal?

The top of the screen should ideally be between eye level and 30 degrees below it, according to ergonomics experts.
Even if you become bogged down in your work, this can help you correct your posture and lessen neck and
backaches.

Can a laptop stand help with airflow?

In order to maximize air contact and hence aid prevent heat accumulation, laptops therefore require as much surface
area as possible. This is why your laptop’s temperature will quickly increase when you put it on a flat surface, like
your lap. By elevating the laptop above the surface of the desk, laptop stands let you increase airflow to the device.

Should I put my laptop on a stand?

Utilizing a laptop stand can also assist reduce eye strain, especially when exposed to blue light.

Does using a laptop stand reduce heat?

The purpose of laptop stands is to remove heat from your computer. First, heat will be channeled away from the
processor in a shorter amount of time thanks to the laptop stand. Additionally, it means that you may use your laptop
on any flat surface without worrying about irreparably destroying it.

Can a laptop stand aid in cooling?

If so, a cooling pad might be the best option. These benefits of active cooling won’t be provided by a laptop stand.
The best option for anyone else with a laptop that isn’t always overheating is a laptop stand. It offers a great deal
more advantages.

How is a laptop stand used?

Place the laptop on a firm support platform, such as a laptop stand or a stack of heavy books, and raise it a few
inches above your desk. When you stare straight ahead, your eyes should naturally land on the top third of your
screen.

Is a laptop stand required?

You might slouch while reading text or typing on the keyboard if you don’t have a laptop stand. If not fixed, this can
cause numerous problems in the future, such as excruciating backaches and bad posture.

What characteristics does a laptop stand have?

A laptop stand enables you to adjust the computer so that your posture is better.
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